
Creation of Universe Notes

Heaven and eath created from a solid mass exploded into existence 21:30
Initially sky was gas and Allah said to universe and earth to come to existence 41:11
Earth (Initially completely covered in water) created in 2 days and calculated its provisions in 4 days 2:29, 11:7, 41:9-10, 79:30
Perfected 7 Universes in layers (Everything, heaven and earth and everything between them created in 6 days, but 7 universe 
were created in 2 days) and Allah also created 7 earths one in each univers

2:20, 23:17, 25:59, 7:54, 10:3, 11:7, 
41:12, 50:38, 57:4, 65:12, 67:3, 71:15, 
78:12

Adorned lowest heaven with adorning starts & planets 37:6, 41:12, 67:5
Continue to expand the sky 51:47
Heaven and earth were created to pay each soul for whatever it earned without the least injustice 45:22
All living things were made from water 21:30, 24:45, 25:54
Earth and heavens were created to support truth against falsehood 21:15-18

Creation of Jinns & Humans
Created Jinns from fire (before creation of Adam) 15:27, 55:15
Allah communicates intention of creating humans and angels questioning the decision 2:30, 15:28, 38:71,
Allah creates Adam and Eve (Eve is created from Adam). Adam and Eve are created from mud (dust, aged mud, pottery clay and 
water) and Allah blows into them from his spirit. Allah proves human superiority /intelligence to anges by having Adam learn 
some names

2:31-33  6:2, 15:26, 15:28-29, 17:61, 
20:117, 22:5, 23:12, 21:30, 24:45, 25:54, 
30:20, 32:7, 32:9, 35:11, 37:11, 38:71-
72, 40:67, 55:14

4:1, 6:98, 7:189, 39:6, 53:45
Jinns and humans were expected to worship Allah alone 51:56
The creation and resurrenction of all of you is the same as that of one person 31:28
Allah asks angels to fall prostrate and Satan as an angel at that time refuses it and turns into a Jinn. Satan questions Allah, will you 
choose Adam and his descendats as lords instead of me, even though they are your eneemies? What amiserable substitute!!

2:34, 15:30-33, 18:50, 20:116, 38:73-76

Allah asks Iblis to go down to earth as punishment 7:13, 15:34, 38:77-78
Iblis asked for respite until the last day 7:14-18, 15:36-38, 38:79-81
Allah creates Eve from Adam (This was done either earlier along with the creation of Adam or at this stage) 4:1, 6:98, 7:189, 39:6, 53:45
Allah had them live in heaven 2:35, 7:19
Allah warns Adam and Even to be Aware of Iblis 20:117-118
Devil tricks adam to taste the tree  (by saying it is a tree of eternity and a source of undending kingship) and their bodies became 
visible to them

2:36, 7:19-22, 20:115, 20:120-121 Adam and Eve lived with their decendants in heaven 
before Adam and Eve were evicted

This action of Adam, cause "Their: eviction. Go down as enemies. 2:36, 7:24 Eviction could be 2 people or more
Allah forgave Adam 2:37, 20:122
Allah summoned descendants of Adam and had them bear witness for theselves of Allah and also takes oath that humans will not 
worship the devil.

7:172, 36:60 Before Allah sends Adam down to earth, the 
descendants of Adam lived in the paradise. So the 
tree can't be the physical relationships between 
Adam and Eve

Humans take responsibility of Free will 33:72
Initially he germinated human from the earth like plants. Allah sends all humans to earth (Perhaps decendants of Adam and Eve 
still living in Paradise). Allah sets reward and punishment system for humans on earth. Allah sends them down as a test

2:38-39, 15:39-44, 17:62-65, 20:123, 
21:111, 38:82-85, 67:2, 

Ravens existed before humans 5:30-31
Human creation process from spouse is started 20:123, 22:5, 23:12-14, 25:54, 30:20, 

32:8, 35:11, 40:67, 53:46, 71:14, 71:17, 
75:37-39, 76:2, 77:20-23, 80:18-19, 86:6-
7, 96:2

Last day heavens will be folded and the whole process of creation will repeat 21:104

Universe & Human Ceation Time-line


